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1

Introduction

This tutorial explains how to acquire the measurement data from CAIDA’s and IEPM’s research projects, how to prepare the data for a simulation, and how to configure the network
layer-, transport layer-, and host builder components of PeerfactSim.KOM to run a simulation.
The following sections (Section 2+3) describe how to generate a set of hosts from which the
simulation framework can choose a subset from. Note that an account is needed to access the
measurement data of the Macroscopic Topology Project. If you do not have one, simply skip
Section 2 and 3, download the XML file already containing a final host set at
http://peerfact.kom.e-technik.tu-darmstadt.de/de/downloads/, and continue the reading at Section 4. However, if an account is available, you can create your own host set that reflects a
particular distribution of peers on earth. Nevertheless, it is recommended to first read “Modelling the Internet Delay Space Based on Geographical Locations” (S. Kaune et al.), in order to
understand each step as described in the following.

2

Acquisition of Internet Measurement Data

2.1 CAIDA Macroscopic Topology Project
The CAIDA Macroscopic Topology Project stores its measurement data in a binary format
called arts. Each file contains the data of one monitor host for a certain measurement period.
The files must be downloaded from the website:
https://sk-data.caida.org:8444/skitter-by-name/
The web server requires an authorization with an e-mail address and a password. The required
password must be request on the following website if not already have been done:
http://www.caida.org/tools/measurement/skitter/skitter_request.xml
The binary arts-files must be translated into a readable format with the tool
sc_analysis_dump:
sc_analysis_dump –o arts-files > output-file

arts-files

must be replaced with at least one binary file and output-file must be replaced

with the name of the readable output file. The source code of the tool must be downloaded
and compiled:
http://www.wand.net.nz/scamper/
Note: On Feb 8, 2008 CAIDA deactivated skitter data collection and transitioned to the topology measurement infrastructure named Archipelago after 10 years of data collection. Using
this measurement data is not (yet) implemented into PeerfactSim.KOM.

2.2 IEPM PingER Project
The Summary Reports from the IEPM PingER Project must be downloaded separately for
country-country, country-region, region-country, and region-region links and for average
round-trip time, minimum round-trip time, inter-packet delay variation, and packet loss from
a website with the following http-parameter:
http://www-iepm.slac.stanford.edu/cgi-wrap/table.pl?from=FROM&to=TO&file=FILE
&date=YYYY-MM&format=tsv
FROM and TO must be replaced with:
• Country
• Continent
FILE must be replaced with:
• minimum_rtt
• average_rtt
• ipdv
• packet_loss
YYYY and MM must be replaced with the 4-digit year and the 2-digit month of the measurement periode.
The country to region naming and mapping scheme must be downloaded from:
http://www-iepm.slac.stanford.edu/pinger/region_country.txt

2.3 MaxMind GeoIP Geolocation
MaxMind provides only the latest GeoIP database for free. It is updated on the first of each
month and must be downloaded from:
http://www.maxmind.com/download/geoip/database/GeoLiteCity.dat.gz
The file is compressed and must be unpacked before the following steps. To reach the best
results within the simulation it is important that the covered time range of the geolocation
database does not vary to much from the time range of the CAIDA Macroscopic Topology
Project measurement data.

3

Preparation of Internet Measurement Data for Simulation

The preparation of the Internet measurement data for the simulation follows the following
workflow:
1. Import of CAIDA’s measurement data (Skitter)
2. Removing of unqualified peers (before GNP calculation)
3. Geographical location of peers
4. Calculation of GNP space
5. Removing of unqualified peers (after GNP calculation)
6. Import of IEPM’s measurement data (PingER)
7. Generating of simulation hosts and groups
8. Exporting Data to an XML-host file
The preparation can be done on two different ways. The more intuitive and flexible way is the
graphical user interface. This interface is not yet optimized and therefore it is memory intensive for many peers. The process also can be run automatically by using the objects and methods of the Java classes in a Java method. An example for the second way is the main-method
of the class:
de.tud.kom.p2psim.impl.network.gnp.topology.XmlHostGenerator

Within the following sections both ways are described in parallel.

3.1 Generating an Empty HostMap Object
The HostMap class is a container for all measurement data. It provides nearly all methods that
are necessary to prepare the data and generating the final XML-host file. An empty HostMap
object is generated by running the graphical user interface in the class
de.tud.kom.p2psim.impl.util.gui.gnp.Frontend:

or by java code:
HostMap map = new HostMap();

Figure 3.1 shows the graphical user interface. It is divided into the 5 tabs Skitter, Geolocation,
GNP, PingER, and Hosts & Groups. Within each tab at least one of the activities of the preparation workflow is executed:
• Tab: Skitter
o Import of CAIDA’s measurement data
o Removing of unqualified peers (before GNP calculation)
• Tab: Geolocation
o Geographical location of peers
• Tab: GNP
o Calculation of GNP space
o Removing of unqualified peers (after GNP calculation)
• Tab: PingER
o Import of IEPM’s measurement data (PingER)
• Tab: Hosts & Groups
o Generating of Simulation Hosts and Groups
o Export Data to an XML-Host File
Nearly all actions on the graphical user interface can be selected in context menus that appear
after a left or a right mouse button click.

Figure 3.1: Graphical user interface

3.2 Tab: Skitter
This section explains how the CAIDA measurement data are imported into the HostMap object and how unqualified peers are removed to prepare a well positioning of peers into a multi
dimensional GNP space.
3.2.1 Import of CAIDA’s measurement data
A left mouse button click on the table Skitter-Data opens a context menu with the following
action
• Import Skitter-Data …
The execution of the action Import Skitter-Data … opens an open file dialog. Within this window at least one file from CAIDA’s project must be selected. The file must be prepared as
described in chapter 2.1. After confirmation the data are imported. This procedure may take
some minutes depending on the size of the files. After the import the three tables contains the
following values as shown in Figure 3.2.:
• Table Skitter-Data contains the imported files and the number of measured peers
within this file.
• Table Monitor to Monitor RTTs contains the measured RTTs between the monitor
hosts. This table may have free cells. This happens, if some monitor-to-monitor links
are not measured successfully.
• Table Monitor to Hosts RTTs groups the peers with measured RTTs to a certain number of monitor hosts. Peers with less measured RTTs than the number of monitors
cannot be positioned clearly into the GNP space and are removed.

Figure 3.2: Tab: Skitter with CAIDA's measurement data

Within a java-method CAIDA’s file are imported with the method importSkitterFile of
the HostMap object. File must be replaced with an absolute or relative path to the file.
map.importSkitterFile(new File("File"));

3.2.2 Removing of Unqualified Peers
To prepare the data for the positioning into the GNP space some unqualified monitor- and
destination hosts may be removed. Some experience shows that well GNP results are obtained
with 6 monitor hosts. Surplus monitors are removed. To avoid bad positioned hosts also the
peers with measured RTTs less than the number of monitor hosts should be removed.
A left mouse button click on the table Monitor to Monitor RTTs opens a context menu with
the following actions
• Remove Selected Monitors
• Make Symmetrical
• Keep Maximum Separated Monitors ...
With the first action monitor hosts are removed manually. But in general the monitor hosts
that are used for the GNP positioning should be selected automatically with the method of

maximum separation. This method keeps a number of monitors out of the set of the available
monitors that have the maximum sum of measured inter-monitor RTTs. This action is executed by selecting Keep Maximum Separated Monitors ... . Before that, the table must be
make symmetrical. Normally the measured RTTs for one direction are similar to the opposite
direction. Also the coordinate-based model assumes equal RTTs for both directions.
A left mouse button click on the table Monitor to Hosts RTTs opens a context menu with the
following action
• Remove Selected Hosts
To avoid bad positioned hosts the peers with measured RTTs less than the number of monitor
hosts should be removed with this action. Figure 3.3 shows the result after removing the unqualified monitor- and destination hosts.

Figure 3.3: Removing of Unqualified Peers

Making Symmetrical, selecting of maximum separated monitor hosts and the removing of
unqualified destination hosts can also be done with the following Java methods of the HostMap object:
map.makeSymmetrical();
map.removeMonitorsKeepMaximumSeparation(6);
map.removeHostsWithMeasuredRTTs(0);
map.removeHostsWithMeasuredRTTs(1);
…
map.removeHostsWithMeasuredRTTs(5);

3.3 Tab: Geolocation
This section explains how peers are located on earth by using the MaxMind GeoIP geolocation database file and how unlocatable and needless hosts are deleted. Figure 3.4 shows the
window before the location. The table on the left side indicates the number of unlocatable
peers. The map on the right side also shows that no peer is located before loading MaxMind’s
file.

Figure 3.4: Tab: Geolocation

The geolocation database is loaded with a left mouse button click onto the texfield GeoIPDatabase and a selection of the action
• Select Database …
Within the file open dialog the file, that was downloaded as described in chapter 2.3, is selected. After confirmation all peers are located as shown in figure 3.5. The world map indicates the monitor hosts with blue point and the destination host with black points. The table
on the left groups the peers with their 2-digit country codes. Some peers may be still unlocatable. These unlocatable hosts and other groups can be deleted by selecting the groups and
running the following action in the context menu.
• Remove Selected Hosts …

Figure 3.5: Located Peers

Loading the geolocation database and removing peers can also be done with the following
Java methods of the HostMap object. Database must be replaced with an absolute or relative
path to MaxMind’s file and CountryCode is replaced with a 2-digit country code:
map.setGeolocationDatabase("Database");
map.setLocationOfHosts();
map.removeHosts(map.getLocations().get("# UNLOCATABLE"));
map.removeHosts(map.getLocations().get("CountryCode"));

3.4 Tab: GNP
This section explains how the positions of the peers in the multi dimensional GNP space are
calculated. The second section shows how the quality of the calculated positions are evaluated
and how bad positioned peers are removed to improve the quality of the result.
3.4.1 Computation of Host Coordinates
Figure 3.6 shows the window before the calculation of the positions. The calculation is configured and started with the following elements at the top left:
• The textfield Dimensions contains the number of the dimensions of the generated GNP
space. The number of dimensions must be smaller than the number of monitor hosts.
The field is preset to the number of monitors minus one. Good results are computed
with 6 monitor hosts and 5 dimensions.
• The textfield Rescheduling Monitor-Positioning contains a quality parameter for the
positioning of the monitor hosts. A higher number leads to more iterations of the positioning algorithm and therefore better results but also a longer duration of calculation.
Experiences have shown that 100 leads to good results. Higher value leads to very
small improvements only.
• The textfield Rescheduling Host-Positioning contains a quality parameter for the positioning of the destination hosts. A higher number leads to more iterations of the positioning algorithm and therefore better results but also a longer duration of calculation.
Experiences have shown that values between 10 and 20 leads to good results with an
acceptable amount of calculation time.
• The button Start runs the calculation. The duration of calculation depends on the number of peers and the calculation parameters and is in the range of minutes to hours. The
progress bar indicates the progress of the calculation. The process can be canceled
with the button Cancel.
The positioning of the peers can also be done with the following Java method. The first parameter is the number of dimensions of the space. The second parameter is the number of
rescheduling during the positioning of the monitor hosts. The third parameter is the number of
rescheduling during the positioning of the destination hosts.
map.setGnpRef(GnpSpace.getGnp(5, 100, 10, map));

Figure 3.6: Tab: GNP

3.4.2 Removing of Unqualified Peers
After the calculation of the peer coordinates the table at the right and the two graphics at the
bottom show statistical data about the quality of the positioned peers. The quality of the data
is described with the relative error. This error is the deviation of the calculated distance to the
measured RTTs between monitor hosts and destination hosts.
• The graphic at the bottom left shows the cumulative distribution of the relative error.
The x-axis indicates the relative error and the y-axis indicates the related cumulative
probability of the error. Normally the frequency of small errors is a multiple higher
than the frequency of large errors.
• The graphic at the bottom right shows the so-called boxplots of the directional relative
error. The calculated errors are grouped with their measured RTT in steps of 50 milliseconds. The black points indicate the expected error within each group. The black
lines indicate the median of the calculated errors. The red boxes indicate the range between the upper and lower quartile of the error distribution.

• The table at the upper right shows the number of peers that are related to a certain relative error. Normally, most of the peers are related to a small error. Peers that are related to higher errors are bad positioned and should be removed.
Depending on the number of required peers within a simulation, peers that are related with
high relative errors should be removed. Peers are removed by selecting them in the table at the
upper right and then by selecting the following context menu entry
• Remove Selected Hosts

Figure 3.7: GNP Result

Within Java code, peers with a related relative error above a certain threshold are removed as
followed. The argument is the threshold.

map.removeHostsWithMaximumRelativeError(0.5);

3.5 Tab: PingER
This section explains how the measurement data of the IEPM PingER Project are imported
into the HostMap object and how this aggregated country and region data are mapped to the
related peers from CAIDA’s project.
The Peers from CAIDA’s project are located with MaxMind GeoIP. Because of this they are
related with a 2-digit country code and a country name. Figure 3.8 shows this naming in the
table at the bottom right. Instead, the PingER data use another naming scheme of country
names and related region names. For mapping the two different naming schemes so that the
peers of CAIDA are allocated to a country and/or a region of IEPM the region_country.txt file
must be imported. This file was downloaded as described in section 2.2. The file is imported
with a left mouse button click into the textfield PingER “region_country.txt” and by selecting
the context menu entry
• Import “Region-Country.txt”

Figure 3.8: Tab: PingER

After the import of the PingER naming scheme countries with equal names are mapped automatically. Countries with differing naming, like Russian Federation (GeoIP) and Russia
(PingER), must be mapped manually with a click on the related empty cell in the column
PingER Country and by selecting the related country name in the drop down list. Some countries, like Sweden, do not exist in the PingER naming scheme. These countries must be

mapped manually to a region with a click on the related empty cell in the column PingEr Region and by selecting the related region name. Figure 3.9 shows this mapping with an example.

Figure 3.9: Country - Region Mapping

Within Java code the PingER mapping scheme is imported as follows. This method also runs
the automatically mapping between CAIDA’s peers and IEPM’s groups that have equal country names.

map.getCountryLockup().
importPingErCountryRegionFile(newFile("region_country.txt"));

The PingER measurement data are imported with a left mouse button click into the table
PingER Summary Reports on the left side. The context menu contains the following actions:
• Import Minimum RTT - PingER-Data ...
• Import Average RTT - PingER-Data ...
• Import Delay Variation - PingER-Data ...
• Import Packet Loss - PingER-Data ..."

Each action opens a file dialog. Within this dialog multiple files can be selected. Because all
PingER files are stored into the same TSV-format the user must take care to select the correct
files. Figure 3.10 shows the graphical user interface after the import of all summary report
files. The table on the left shows the imported file. Within this example for each file type (average RTT, minimum RTT, packet loss, RTT variation) four files are loaded (countrycountry, country-region, region-country, region-region). The table at the upper right shows the
imported data. Each cell contains the aggregated data between the column-group and the linegroup. The cell contains four aggregated measurement values. The first value is the minimum
RTT, the second value is the average RTT, the third value is the packet delay variation and the
last value is the packet loss rate.

Figure 3.10: PingER measurement data

With Jave code the PingER summary reports are imported with the following methods. File
must be replaced with an absolute or a relative path to the related TSV-file.

map.importPingErAverageRtt(new File("File"));
map.importPingErMinimumRtt(new File("File"));
map.importPingErDelayVariation (new File("File"));
map.importPingErPacketLoss (new File("File"));

3.6 Tab: Hosts & Groups
This section explains how peers are selected and grouped for using within a simulation. Figure 3.11 shows the graphical user interface of the tab. It is divided into a world map with the
peers and a table that contains the generated groups.

Figure 3.11: Tab: Hosts & Groups

There are three different ways how groups can be generated with the graphical user interface
• Automatically generation of country-, region-, and world groups
• Manually generation by selecting single peers
• Manually generation by selecting multiple peers
Groups that are named with country- or region names and that contains the related peers or a
group that contains all peers are generated by selecting one of the following context menu
items after a right mouse button click into the group table.
• Add Country Groups
• Add Region Groups
• Add World Group

To generate a group manually with a selection of nodes an empty group must be added by
selecting the context menu item
• Add New Group
The new group must be named by overwriting the standard name in the table. Equal named
groups are merged. There are two ways how peers are selected. The method can be selected
with a right button mouse click on the map and by selecting on of the following items
• Switch To Single-Selection Mode
• Switch To Grid-Selection Mode
Within the Single-Selecting Mode peers are selected with a left mouse button click. This
opens a context menu that contains all available peers below the mouse pointer. The peers are
selected by check the related checkbox (see figure 3.12). Within the Grid-Selection Mode
multiple peers are selected by drawing a grid as shown in figure 3.13. The selected peers must
be added to the current group by selecting the context menu item
• Add Selected Hosts to Group

Figure 3.12: Single-Selection Mode

Figure 3.13: Grid-Selection Mode

If a group is selected in the list all related peers are marked as red dots as shown in figure
3.14. A group can be removed by selecting the group in the table with a right mouse button
click and the following action
• Remove Selected Group

Figure 3.14: Hosts of a selected Group

The automatically generation of the country-, region- and world groups can also be done with
the following Java methods of the HostMap object:

map.builtWorldGroups();
map.builtRegionGroups();
map.builtCountryGroups();

3.7 Result: XML-Host File
The result of the previous preparation of the Internet measurement data is exported into an
XML-file. This file is the input for PeerfactSim.KOM. The result is exported with the menu
item File → Export to XML Host-File within the graphical user interface or with the following Java method:
map.exportToXml(new File("hosts.xml"));

The XML host-file contains the following elements:
• GroupLookup
contains the group names and the IP addresses of the related peers.
• Hosts
contains information about the peers like IP address, country code, longitude, latitude,
and the GNP coordinates.
• PingErLockup
contains the minimum RTTs, average RTTs, RTT variations, and packet loss for the
inter and intra country and region links of the IEPM Project.
• CountryLockup
contains the mapping between the naming schemes of MaxMind GeoIP and IEPM
PingER.

4

Configuration of PeerfactSim.KOM

The configuration of PeerfactSim.KOM is explained in detail in the tutorial “How to Configure PeerfactSim.KOM” from Konstantin Pussep. Within the following three sections it is explained how the Net Layer-, Transport Layer-, and Host Builder components have to be configured via the XML-configuration file of PeerfactSim.KOM.

4.1 Configuration of Network Layer Component
The network layer component is configured with the GnpNetLayerFactory class.
Example:
<NetLayer

class="de.tud.kom.p2psim.impl.network.gnp.GnpNetLayerFactory"
upBandwidth="1000000"
downBandwidth="100000"
pbaPeriod=”0.5”
gnpFile="hosts.xml">

<LatencyModel class="de.tud.kom.p2psim.impl.network.gnp.GnpLatencyModel"
useAnalyticalRtt="false"
usePingErRttData="false"
UsePingErJitter="true"
usePingErPacketLoss="true"/>
<BandwidthManager class=”de.tud.kom.p2psim.impl.network.gnp.
GnpNetBandwidthManagerPeriodical”/>
</NetLayer>

Attributes:
•

Element NetLayer
o upBandwidth: the upload bandwidth in bytes per second
o downBandwidth: the download bandwidth in bytes per second
o pbaPeriode: The period between bandwidth reallocation in seconds in case of using the
periodical bandwidth allocation method
o gnpFile: the XML-Host File that was generated in the previous chapter

•

Element LatencyModel
o useAnalyticalRtt: true, if the analytical function is used to calculate minimum RTTs instead of the coordinate-based model.
o usePingErRttData: true, if the lookup table model is used to calculate minimum RTTs
instead of the coordinate-based model.

o usePingErJitter: true, if the log-normal distributed jitter on the basis of the PingER data
is simulated.
o usePingErPacketLoss: true, if packet loss on the basis of the PingER data is simulated.
•

Element BandwidthManager
o class: GnpNetBandwidthManagerPeriodical for the periodical bandwidth allocation
method and GnpNetBandwidthManagerEvent for the event-based bandwidth allocation
method

4.2 Configuration of Transport Layer Component
The transport layer component is configured with the DefaultTransLayerFactory class.
There are no more attributes.

<TransLayer class="de.tud.kom.p2psim.impl.transport.
DefaultTransLayerFactory"/>

4.3 Configuration of Host Builder
The host builder is configured as usual. Additionally, the following two points must taken into
account:
• The Naming of the Hosts and Groups in the Host Builder Elements must conform to
the naming of the groups in the XML-host file.
• The number of peers per group in the host builder must not exceed the number of
peers per group in the XML-host file.

